
T he markets took off when Citigroup announced they made a profit for the first two months of 
the new year [1]. Furthermore, Citigroup CEO, Richard Parsons, said the bank does not need 

any additional Federal funds [2]. This comes at a time when Bank of America (BofA) CEO, Ken 
Lewis, announced he expects his bank to post a full year profit [3]. However, China expressed concern 
about the safety of U.S. government debt and is asking for assurances [4]. Approximately half of 
China’s $2 trillion foreign exchange are in U.S. Government backed bonds [5]. In response, U.S. 
officials have reassured China there is no safer investment in the world [6]. On the mortgage front, 
the Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac regulator claimed the 2008 affordable-housing goals mandated by 
the government were “infeasible” [7]. This news 
comes as Freddie Mac reported a $23.9 billion 
loss for the fourth quarter and needs a $30.8 
billion injection from the Treasury [8]. 

In Switzerland, the government there agreed to 
help global authorities pursue tax cheats [9]. It is 
estimated that Switzerland holds $2 trillion 
worth of capital from abroad [10]. Switzerland is 
trying to avoid being non-compliant with the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development regarding international standards 
for tax and data sharing [11]. What’s at stake for 
the U.S. is an estimated $100 billion in taxes 
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L ast week marked the 20th 
anniversary of a paper, by 

Tim Berners-Lee, that laid out 
the World Wide Web [1]. 
Today, PCs that are infected 
with the Conflicter Worm are 
getting additional malicious 
software (Malware) 
downloaded that kills security 
processes [2]. The new version 
of the worm specifically 
makes its detection harder [3]. 
Readers may recall that Mi-
crosoft provided a fix for the 
worm [4]. Regarding fixes, last 
week’s DNS patch released by 
Microsoft only works if the 
system has not already been 
compromised [5]. It becomes 
a race to get the patch in-

stalled before the computer 
is compromised [6].  

In Chicago, a new law to 
start in June, requires real 
estate sellers provide a 
thumb print [7]. This is sup-
posed to reduce fraud but it 
is unclear how this would 
accomplish the objective. In 
Nevada, in response to cop-
per theft, lawmakers are 
working on a law that would 
require a picture and finger-
prints for anyone selling $5 
worth of scrap metal [8]. In 
other news, researchers be-
lieve low cost scanners could 
be used to identify the type 
of paper used thereby reduc-
ing the risk from counterfeit-

ing [9]. 
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held in 47,000 secret accounts 
[12]. 
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You can't put the toothpaste 

back in the tube—H. R. 

Haldeman  

decreased slightly from week 
10 to 11. Each week, the SPC 
threshold adjusts to the run-
ning average and closeness to 
this average.  

1. Richard Carr, Marie 

W ith the turnaround in 
the large banks, the 

processes of closing the 
smaller banks will likely in-
crease. While banks differ in 
assets and risk, a simple metric 
can be used to examine how 
orderly the closings are con-
ducted. To this end, the statis-
tical Process Control (SPC) 
Threshold  provides an estab-
lished measurement. The SPC 
Threshold is defined as the 
mean plus 3 standard devia-
tions and depicts when a proc-
ess is out of control [1]. Note 
from the Blank Closing chart 
(right) the SPC threshold 
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There is no terror in a bang, 

only in the anticipation of 

it—Alfred Hitchcock  

Coleman’s contacts [6]. 

In New York City, 80,000 
current and former police 
officer’s privacy information 
was stolen [7]. A suspect 
walked off with 8 unencrypted 
tapes containing social security 
numbers, direct deposit infor-
mation, and other personal 
information [8]. Police found 
the missing tapes that were 
taken from a backup ware-
house but do not know if the 
information was compromised 
[9]. 
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I n 1999, the news media 
reported that the U.S. was 

monitoring Osama Bin 
Laden’s satellite telephone [1]. 
Consequently, when the at-
tack at Tora Bora took place, 
Bin Laden used this knowl-
edge to assist in his getaway. 
Case in point, Bin Laden gave 
his satellite phone to a Moroc-
can bodyguard named Abdal-
lah Tabarak who was later 
captured (with Bin Laden’s 
phone) [2].  It now seems that 
CIA Chief Leon Panetta, told 
reporters the agency is follow-
ing Osama Bin Laded on 
Twitter [3]. 

In Minnesota, hackers stole 
contributor information from 
Senate candidate Norm Cole-
man and used the Internet to 
post details [4]. The informa-
tion was part of a 4.3 GByte 
database leak [5]. The Web 
site, Wikileaks, claims to have 
data on more than 51,000 of 
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names of all passengers against 
extracts from TSC’s consoli-
dated watch list [3]. 

Sometimes wrong names get 
added to the watch list. Case 
in point, a pilot, lawyer, and a 
child we inadvertently added 
to the watch list [4]. One prob-
lem with a list of names is 
verifying the name is the per-
son in question. For example, 
anyone with the name John 
Smith gets extra screening on 
every flight. Consequently, the 
one name on the list could 
correlate to a large number of 
travelers. The matter could 
quickly resolved if additional 
information were examined 
but this is not the typical case 
for air travelers. When imple-
menting the HSPD-12 require-

T ravel at airports can be 
particularly troublesome 

if your name appears on the 
Terrorist Watch List. The size 
of the Watch List now exceeds 
1 million names [1]. This 
number is up 32% from 2007, 
even after the FBI deleted 
33,000 entries [2].  

Under Homeland Security 
Presidential Directive (HSPD) 
6, the Terrorist Screening 
Center (TSC) provides one-
stop shopping so that every 
government screener is using 
the same terrorist watch list. 
The TSA’s Secure Flight pro-
gram checks passenger names 
to see if they are on the watch 
list using tools provided by the 
TSC. The TSA requires air-
craft operators screen the 

ment to verify a person is not 
a terrorist, if their name is not 
on the watch list, they should 
be adjudicated quicker.  
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I n Afghanistan, the Obama 
administration is trying to 

reconcile with the Taliban 
similar to the approach taken 
with Iraqi Sunni militias [1]. 
Elsewhere in the Middle East, 
tension remains high between 
Iran and Israel. For example, 
Iran test fired a new long 
range missile that is supposed 
to place Israel within striking 
range [2]. Furthermore, Iran 
tested a precision air launched 
missile with a range of 70 
miles; placing oil shipping at 
risk [3]. What’s more, Israel 
now believes that Iran has the 
knowledge and materials nec-
essary to build an atomic 
bomb [4].  Of particular con-
cern to the Jewish state are the 
threats that started in 2005 
when Iran stated they would 
wipe Israel off the map [5]. 
What’s more, there is a report 
the U.S. shot down an Iranian 
drone over Iraq [6].  Should 
Israel attack Iran’s nuclear 
plants, how would the global 
markets respond? 

North Korea continues to 
ratchet up the rhetoric. For 

example, they warned any at-
tempt to shoot down their 
planned missile launch would 
be an act of war [7]. To compli-
cate matters, Japan is warning 
they may shoot down the 
North Korean rocket [8]. 

Last week, Chinese ships har-
assed an unarmed U.S. Navy 
ship in international waters [9]. 
Following the U.S. protest, 
China blamed the U.S. for the 
incident [10].  In response, the 
U.S. is sending a missile de-
stroyer to protect the ship [11]. 
The Chinese motives are not 
known at this time. 
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No man can sit down and 

withhold his hands from the 

warfare against wrong and 

get peace from his 

acquiescence—Woodrow T. 

Wilson 

the $65 billion Ponzi scam 
[4]. Unlike his pre-trial con-
finement, Mr. Madoff was 
sent to jail awaiting his June 
16th sentencing [5]. Elsewhere 
in New York, a man was ar-
rested for operating a $4 mil-
lion gift card Ponzi scheme 
[6]. 
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O ne key question, does 
crime pay? Case in 

point, in the latest Forbes list 
of billionaires, Joaquin 
"Shorty" Guzman, Mexico’s 
most wanted man blamed for 
thousands of deaths in a drug 
war is worth $1 billion [1].  

In California, a man who sold 
5% of the world’s Lambor-
ghinis pleaded guilty to a 
scheme to bilk a financing 
company out of $millions [2]. 
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Bernard Madoff pleaded guilty 
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